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Is Broca’s area critical for speech
and language? Evidence from
lesion-symptom mapping in
chronic aphasia
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Introduction: The specific role that Broca’s area plays in speech and language

has been hotly debated in the literature. Some research has pointed to a

specific role in particular aspects of speech production, while other findings have

suggested additional roles in aspects of language comprehension. In the current

study, we had the opportunity to take a broad approach by analyzing lesion

and behavioral data from a large cohort of left hemisphere stroke patients. In

this brief report, our objective was to identify which speech-language measures

show a significant association with Broca’s area, specifically pars opercularis and

pars triangularis.

Methods: Lesion site and neuropsychological data from 173 chronic left

hemisphere stroke patients were analyzed in the current study. Univariate lesion-

symptom mapping (LSM) with rigorous correction was used to identify brain

regions associated with individual test performance on a large battery of speech

and language tasks. Multivariate LSM analyses were conducted in subsequent

runs to confirm findings.

Results: The LSM results identified many predictable left hemisphere gray and

white matter regions significantly associated with the speech-language data, but

Broca’s area was not implicated in performance on any speech or language

measure. Regions adjacent to Broca’s area, however, in left central opercular,

precentral, and insular cortices were associated with speech production and

motor speech performance.

Discussion: The current study failed to identify a single speech or language

measure in our comprehensive test battery that was dependent on Broca’s area.

This finding could not be attributed to a lack of power, as Broca’s area had

among the highest power values and substantial lesion coverage. Interrogation

of data at the individual patient level revealed the likely source of this null

finding: Patients with lesions involving Broca’s area varied widely in their speech-

language performance, with profiles ranging from non-aphasic to Broca’s to

global aphasia. Given previous studies in acute stroke patients and healthy

participants implicating Broca’s area in speech-language, the current findings

suggest that Broca’s area plays a more supplementary than critical role and can

be compensated by surrounding brain regions in chronic stroke.
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Introduction

Much confusion and debate has swirled around the precise

function of Broca’s area in human speech and language. Broca’s

area is defined here as pars opercularis and pars triangularis in

the left hemisphere, also known as Brodmann’s cytoarchitectonic

Areas (BA) 44 and 45, respectively, which make up the posterior

portion of the left inferior frontal gyrus. In the latter half of the

19th century, Broca (1861) originally associated this region with

speech articulation based on his patients with lesions in this region

who had difficulty with speech production. Later interpretations

began to discuss Broca’s area as a syntactic or grammatical region,

due in part to the “agrammatic” speech of patients with lesions in

this region and patients’ difficulty comprehending certain types of

complex sentence constructions (Caramazza and Zurif, 1976; Santi

and Grodzinsky, 2007). Other studies, however, challenged the

notion that Broca’s area was associated with grammaticality/syntax

based on a number of findings: (1) Patients with lesions outside

Broca’s area also exhibit similar grammatical deficits (Caplan et al.,

1996); (2) agrammatic patients like those with Broca’s aphasia can

accurately make grammaticality judgments, even if they do not

always produce grammatical language (Linebarger et al., 1983);

and (3) cross-linguistic studies show that patients with Broca’s

aphasia do not exhibit the same kind of agrammatic production if

grammatical markers carry meaning (Bates et al., 1991).

One potential issue that has caused confusion in previous

interpretations of the literature is that Broca’s aphasia (the clinical

syndrome characterized by reduced, agrammatic output and

relatively intact comprehension) is sometimes used as a proxy

for Broca’s area without confirming lesion site. Indeed, Broca’s

aphasia stems from rather large left hemisphere lesions that extend

beyond simply left BA 44 and 45, and sometimes Broca’s area is

not even lesioned in these patients (Mohr et al., 1978; Alexander

et al., 1990; Dronkers and Baldo, 2011). Other confusion has

arisen from studies that describe lesion findings and activations

in healthy participants in the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) in

relation to speech-language performance, and then use the label

“LIFG” synonymously with “Broca’s area,” despite distinct (though

overlapping) geographies.

Given all the complexity and mix of interpretations around

Broca’s area, we chose to let the data do the talking in the current

study. To do this, we submitted all speech-language and imaging

data from our relatively large chronic stroke patient group to a

series of lesion-symptom mapping (LSM) analyses. Our objective

was to identify which speech and language measures in our large

test battery were significantly associated with Broca’s area. Broca’s

area was defined as pars opercularis and pars triangularis, and both

these regions were independently interrogated in the analyses, as

previous studies have attributed distinct functions to these sub-

regions (e.g., Goucha and Friederici, 2015).

Methods

Participants

Behavioral and brain imaging data from 173 chronic left

hemisphere stroke patients (32 female) were retrospectively

analyzed for the current study. Individuals were recruited primarily

via clinician/colleague referrals at a VA Medical Center, as well

as local community stroke groups and word-of-mouth. Inclusion

criteria included: History of a single, chronic left hemisphere

stroke (≥3months post-stroke at time of testing); concurrent brain

imaging; native English speaker (prior to age 5); pre-morbidly

right-handed (based on Edinburgh Handedness Inventory); no

other neurologic history; no visual agnosia; no severe psychiatric

history (e.g., bipolar disorder, schizophrenia); normal/corrected-

to-normal vision and hearing; and completion of ≥75% of

behavioral tests in the test battery. Stroke etiology (ischemic vs.

hemorrhagic) was not available on all study participants due to the

retrospective nature of the study, but etiology was predominantly

ischemic (82%) in the 83 patients whose etiology was noted in the

medical record.

Patients’ mean age was 62 years (range 31–86, SD = 11),

mean education was 14 years (range 5–22, SD = 3), and mean

time post-stroke was 44 months (range 3–271, SD = 52). Ethnic

background in the sample included White (155), Black (16),

and Asian American (2). The sample was almost uniformly

monolingual English speakers, with three individuals raised in a

bilingual household (two Spanish and one Japanese).

Based on the Western Aphasia Battery (WAB and WAB-

revised; Kertesz, 1982, 2007), the sample included 37 patients with

Broca’s aphasia, 15 patients with Wernicke’s aphasia, 11 patients

with conduction aphasia, 57 patients with anomic aphasia, six

patients with global aphasia, two patients with transcortical sensory

aphasia, one patient with transcortical motor aphasia, one with

isolation aphasia, one unclassifiable, and 42 patients who scored

within-normal limits (WNL). WNL status is based on the WAB

manual cut-off score of 93.7/100; WNL includes both individuals

with mild residual speech/language deficits and individuals who

were never aphasic. All aphasia profile diagnoses were based on

WAB testing in the chronic phase of stroke at time of testing

and did not reflect earlier aphasia diagnoses that patients may

have carried.

All patients provided informed consent. The study was

approved by the VA Northern California Institutional Review

Board and completed in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration.

Materials and procedures

Behavioral test battery
Licensed speech-language pathologists and trained

neuropsychologists administered a large battery of speech

and language tasks that required 2–3 study sessions to complete

(see Table 2). The primary speech-language tasks were subtests

of the WAB, which includes measures of speech fluency (rating

from 0 to 10), speech production (sentence completion, responsive

speech, category fluency), object naming, repetition (single words,

phrases, and sentences), auditory comprehension (single word,

yes/no questions, and complex sequential commands), reading,

and writing. Participants were also administered a standard

Motor Speech Exam (Wertz and Rosenbek, 1992) by a trained

speech-language pathologist who rated severity of dysarthria

and apraxia of speech. Additional speech/language measures
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included the Boston Naming Test (BNT15; Kaplan et al., 2001;

Abeare et al., 2022), the Curtis-Yamada Comprehensive Language

Evaluation [CYCLE, auditory comprehension of simple (e.g.,

simple declarative) and complex (e.g., object relative) sentences;

Curtiss, 1988], the Redfern Repetition test (word, non-word,

and sentence repetition; unpublished test), and letter (FAS) and

category (animals) fluency (Benton et al., 1983).

Brain imaging and lesion reconstructions
Neuroimaging data were collected when lesion site and size

were stabilized (at least 3 months post-stroke). Patients’ lesions

were reconstructed from 3D MRI T1 scans, or 3D CT scans when

MRI was contraindicated. Imaging was acquired close to the time

of the first test session. For 23 patients, anatomical scans were

obtained on a 3T Siemens Verio scanner (Syngo MR B17) with a

12-channel phased-array head coil. The 3T T1 MPRage anatomical

image was acquired for each subject (TR/TE/FA = 2,200 ms/1.62

ms/9◦, FOV = 256 ×192 × 256mm, 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 voxels,

inversion = 900ms, bandwidth = 343 Hz/voxel, and GRAPPA

factor = 2), along with a T2 image (TR/TE/FA = 3,000 ms/409

ms/120◦, FOV = 256 ×192 × 256mm, 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 voxels,

bandwidth = 751 Hz/voxel) and a FLAIR image (TR/TE/FA =

6,000 ms/388 ms/120◦, FOV = 250 × 250 × 192mm, 0.488

× 0.488 × 1 mm3 voxels, inversion = 2,100ms, bandwidth =

781 Hz/voxel). For 62 patients, high-resolution T1-weighted 3D

MRI scans were obtained on a 1.5 T Phillips Eclipse scanner. T1-

weighted images were acquired with a Spoiled Gradient Recall

(SPGR) coronal sequence (TR/TE/FA = 15 ms/4.47 ms/35◦, FOV

= 256× 240× 256, 0.94× 1.3× 0.94 mm3 voxels).

Patient lesions were outlined directly on the patient’s T1 digital

MRI image using MRIcron (Rorden and Brett, 2000) and then

registered with the MNI template using the standard non-linear

spatial normalization procedure from SPM (Statistical Parametric

Mapping, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging). A cost

function masking procedure was used to avoid distortions due to

the presence of the lesion (Brett et al., 2001). T2 and FLAIR images

were yoked to the T1 images in MRIcron to verify the extent of

the lesion.

When digital images were not available, lesions were drawn

from hard-copy MRI (n = 81) or CT films (n = 7). MRI images

were collected on the 1.5 T scanner described above, and the CT

scanner was a Siemens Somatom Emotion 16 CT scanner with 3×

3 × 3 mm3 imaging. A board-certified neurologist blind to patient

clinical presentation and study hypotheses outlined lesions onto a

standardized, 11-slice template [based on the atlas by DeArmond

et al. (1989)]. Reliability with this technique has been previously

demonstrated (Knight et al., 1988; Friedrich et al., 1998). SPM

was then utilized to digitize and non-linearly transform all brain

templates into MNI space (Collins et al., 1994). Transformations

were completed using 50 control point pairs to match anatomical

features on the two templates. Matlab imaging toolbox functions

(cpselect, cp2tform, and imtransform) were then used to align slices

using a local weighted mean transformation.

Across all reconstruction methods, the resulting lesion masks

were compared back to the original raw data in native space to

ensure as faithful as possible a representation of the structural

FIGURE 1

Overlay of all patients’ lesions. Color bar indicates number of

patients with lesions overlapping in each region. VLSM analyses

were conducted in all voxels with at least 5% of the patient sample,

which is represented here by all colors except purple.

lesion. Minor manual adjustments were made in the lesion mask if

the automated warping techniques produced minor discrepancies

(e.g., distortions due to oversized ventricles). This review process

was conducted by three of the authors (BC, JB, ND) who have

decades’ experience in imaging/lesion reconstruction.

An overlay map of patients’ lesions is shown in Figure 1. As

shown, the extent of lesion coverage in the analyses included

much of the left cerebral hemisphere and underlying white matter,

predominantly in the middle cerebral artery distribution. The

average lesion volume for the sample was 108 cc (range 0.04–421

cc; SD = 93). Most pertinent, Broca’s area had significant lesion

coverage (57% of patients had lesions involving pars opercularis

and 52% had lesions involving pars triangularis) and high statistical

power (see Table 1). Of those patients with lesions involving pars

opercularis, the median volume of pars opercularis lesioned was

98%; of those patients with lesions involving pars triangularis, the

median volume of pars triangularis lesioned was 93%.

Lesion-symptom mapping
We conducted a series of LSM analyses to relate lesion sites

in the left hemisphere to each of the distinct speech-language

performance scores. Here, we report findings from univariate LSM,

which were largely in agreement with the multivariate results (see

Supplementary material for multivariate results). This whole-brain

univariate LSM approach was undertaken, rather than an ROI

approach with Broca’s area alone, so that we could evaluate the

involvement of both Broca’s area as well as surrounding regions.
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TABLE 1 Lesion mask-based voxelwise power for each left hemisphere

brain region (voxelwise p < 0.05 as target; SD = voxelwise standard

deviation).

Brain region Meanpower SD

Inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis 0.98 0.00

Frontal operculum cortex 0.98 0.00

Central opercular cortex 0.98 0.01

Parietal operculum cortex 0.97 0.00

Insular cortex 0.97 0.02

Inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis 0.97 0.02

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2) 0.97 0.00

Planum temporale 0.96 0.01

Superior temporal gyrus, anterior division 0.95 0.02

Planum polare 0.94 0.03

Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division 0.94 0.07

Angular gyrus 0.93 0.12

Middle temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part 0.82 0.15

Supramarginal gyrus, posterior division 0.81 0.23

Supramarginal gyrus, anterior division 0.78 0.21

Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division 0.78 0.16

Precentral gyrus 0.65 0.43

Postcentral gyrus 0.65 0.40

Middle frontal gyrus 0.61 0.28

Lateral occipital cortex, inferior division 0.49 0.30

Lateral occipital cortex, superior division 0.48 0.34

Middle temporal gyrus, anterior division 0.45 0.24

Frontal orbital cortex 0.41 0.37

Superior parietal lobule 0.33 0.34

Temporal pole 0.31 0.28

Frontal pole 0.20 0.26

Inferior temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part 0.09 0.11

Lingual gyrus 0.08 0.05

Temporal occipital fusiform cortex 0.08 0.05

Occipital fusiform gyrus 0.08 0.04

Occipital pole 0.06 0.05

Intracalcarine cortex 0.06 0.03

Parahippocampal gyrus, posterior division 0.06 0.03

Inferior Temporal gyrus, posterior division 0.05 0.07

Superior frontal gyrus 0.04 0.03

Cuneal cortex 0.04 0.02

Precuneous cortex 0.03 0.03

Inferior temporal gyrus, anterior division 0.03 0.02

Supracalcarine Cortex 0.02 0.00

Supplementary motor cortex 0.02 0.03

Paracingulate gyrus 0.02 0.01

(Continued)

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Brain region Meanpower SD

Temporal fusiform cortex, posterior division 0.02 0.03

Cingulate gyrus, posterior division 0.01 0.01

Cingulate gyrus, anterior division 0.01 0.01

Subcallosal cortex 0.01 0.01

Frontal medial cortex 0.01 0.01

Left putamen 0.87 0.16

Left pallidum 0.54 0.27

Left caudate 0.51 0.24

Left accumbens 0.06 0.06

Left thalamus 0.05 0.12

Left hippocampus 0.04 0.04

Left amygdala 0.04 0.10

AF anterior segment left 0.98 0.00

Arcuate left 0.93 0.10

AF Long Segment Left 0.91 0.10

AF posterior segment left 0.89 0.10

Optic radiations left 0.68 0.24

Inferior occipito frontal fasciculus left 0.54 0.33

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus left 0.53 0.30

Uncinate left 0.50 0.33

Internal capsule 0.45 0.41

Cortico ponto cerebellum left 0.38 0.41

Corpus callosum 0.19 0.26

Cingulum left 0.08 0.14

Univariate LSM analyses entail conducting a series of t-tests at

every voxel to identify voxels in which patients with a lesion in that

voxel perform worse on a task than patients without a lesion in that

voxel (total of 52,490 voxels). Only voxels lesioned in a minimum

of 5% of the sample were used in the LSM analyses to minimize

spurious results based on lopsided t-tests with only a few patients in

one group (Ivanova et al., 2021; Baldo et al., 2022). Lesion size was

included as a covariate in all LSM analyses; age, gender, education

and log(months post-stroke) were covaried during an earlier stage

of data processing. Permutation testing was used to control for

family-wise error, as traditional types of corrections like Bonferroni

have been shown to be inappropriate for lesion imaging data (see

Ivanova et al., 2021; Baldo et al., 2022). Permutation testing involves

re-shuffling behavioral data and behavior-linked covariates across

the lesion data (here, 3,000 permutations), in order to establish the

distribution of the test statistic by calculating t-values at all voxels

for each permutation.

Significance testing was based on the t-nu = 125 threshold,

which reflects the 125th-largest voxelwise t-value, where 125

corresponds to 1 cm3 with 2 mm-sided voxels (see Mirman

et al., 2018). This cutoff threshold was used to provide a greater

opportunity to detect significant voxels [compared to traditional
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maximum t-threshold maps; see simulations in Ivanova et al.

(2021)]. The Harvard-Oxford 50%+ atlas (Desikan et al., 2006) and

Catani atlas (Catani and De Schotten, 2008) were used to identify

gray and white matter regions corresponding to significant voxels

identified in the LSM analyses.

Power calculations were conducted to ensure sufficient

statistical power to detect differences in individual left hemisphere

brain regions (see Table 1). Power was based on an unpairedWelch

test using the Dixon-Massey formula between patient groups with

and without a lesion in a particular voxel, in the context of an ideal

behavioral function separating the two groups (i.e., mean difference

of 1, standard deviation of 1). Importantly, Broca’s area (pars

opercularis and triangularis) had some of the highest statistical

power at 0.97–0.98, thus ensuring that there was a theoretical

behavioral function that could readily identify significant voxels in

Broca’s area.

Results

The LSM results for all speech-language measures are shown

in Table 2, including both cortical and white matter regions in

the left hemisphere. As can be seen, Broca’s area (pars opercularis

and triangularis) was not significantly implicated in any speech or

language measure in our battery, even in tasks involving speech

production. Central opercular, precentral, and insular cortices,

which are adjacent to Broca’s area, were significantly associated with

speech fluency on the WAB and motor speech ratings. Since our

lesion coverage and statistical power in Broca’s area were very high,

this null finding in Broca’s area was not explained by a lack of power

in this region.

To further evaluate this null result in Broca’s area, we also

computed a more liberal cluster-size permutation-based LSM with

a fixed t threshold set to p < 0.01, which provided much larger

significant clusters and correspondingly smaller t-values (t > 2.33).

We still did not find any voxels in Broca’s area associated with the

speech and language measures (see Supplementary material).

To understand this null finding in Broca’s area, we reviewed

individual level data and found that patients whose lesions involved

Broca’s area had highly disparate speech-language scores and

aphasia profiles. Patients spanned a wide range of aphasia severity

from “within normal limits” (mild or no aphasia) to anomic to

conduction aphasia to Broca’s and global aphasia. This wide range

of speech-language profiles in patients with Broca’s area lesions is

consistent with the lack of association between Broca’s area and

speech-language performance.

Discussion

The current study retrospectively analyzed data from a large

database of behavioral and imaging data in chronic stroke patients

to investigate which speech-language measures are critically

dependent on Broca’s area (pars opercularis and triangularis).

Data were subjected to a series of lesion-symptom mapping

(LSM) analyses that identified left hemisphere gray and white

matter correlates of speech-language performance. To our surprise,

Broca’s area was not identified as a significant correlate of

TABLE 2 LSM results of significant left hemisphere gray and white matter

regions associated with individual speech-language measures.

Task-test name (N%) Significant regions

Single word auditory

comprehension-WAB (100%)

Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division

Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Middle temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Planum temporale

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Superior temporal gyrus, anterior division

Planum polare

Middle temporal gyrus, anterior division

Inferior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Inferior temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Lateral occipital cortex, inferior division

Angular gyrus

Lateral occipital cortex, superior division

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus

Arcuate fasciculus posterior segment

Optic radiations

Arcuate fasciculus long segment

Inferior occipito frontal fasciculus

Arcuate

Speech fluency-WAB (99%)

Parietal operculum cortex

Insular cortex

Central opercular cortex

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Precentral gyrus

Planum temporale

Putamen

Arcuate fasciculus long segment

Cortico ponto cerebellum

Arcuate fasciculus anterior segment

Internal capsule

Arcuate

Naming-WAB (100%)

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division

Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Planum polare

Superior temporal gyrus, anterior division

Planum temporale

Middle temporal gyrus, anterior division

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Task-test name (N%) Significant regions

Middle temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Insular cortex

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus

Optic radiations

Inferior occipito frontal fasciculus

Arcuate fasciculus posterior segment

Arcuate fasciculus long segment

Arcuate

Repetition-WAB (100%)

Planum temporale

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Middle Temporal Gyrus, temporooccipital part

Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division

Superior temporal gyrus, anterior division

Planum polare

Angular gyrus

Supramarginal gyrus, posterior division

Parietal operculum cortex

Middle temporal gyrus, anterior division

Insular cortex

Lateral occipital cortex, superior division

Lateral occipital cortex, inferior division

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus

Arcuate fasciculus posterior segment

Arcuate fasciculus long segment

Arcuate

Inferior occipito frontal fasciculus

Optic radiations

Responsive speech-WAB

(100%)

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Superior temporal gyrus, anterior division

Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Planum polare

Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division

Planum temporale

Middle temporal gyrus, anterior division

Middle temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Insular cortex

Temporal pole

Parietal operculum cortex

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus

(Continued)

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Task-test name (N%) Significant regions

Optic radiations

Arcuate fasciculus posterior segment

Inferior occipito frontal fasciculus

Arcuate fasciculus long segment

Sentence completion-WAB

(100%)

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Planum polare

Superior temporal gyrus, anterior division

Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Planum temporale

Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division

Middle temporal gyrus, anterior division

Middle temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Insular cortex

Parietal operculum cortex

Temporal pole

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus

Optic radiations

Uncinate

Arcuate fasciculus posterior segment

Inferior occipito frontal fasciculus

Arcuate fasciculus long segment

Arcuate

Auditory sentence

comprehension-WAB (100%)

Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division

Middle temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Planum temporale

Supramarginal gyrus, posterior division

Angular gyrus

Superior temporal gyrus, anterior division

Middle temporal gyrus, anterior division

Inferior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Temporal pole

Arcuate fasciculus posterior segment

Word fluency (animals)-WAB

(100%)

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Yes/No auditory

comprehension-WAB (100%)

Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Task-test name (N%) Significant regions

Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Superior temporal gyrus, anterior division

Middle temporal gyrus, anterior division

Middle temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Planum temporale

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Inferior temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Planum polare

Inferior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Temporal pole

Lateral occipital cortex, inferior division

Supramarginal gyrus, posterior division

Angular gyrus

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus

Arcuate

Arcuate fasciculus posterior segment

Arcuate fasciculus long segment

Reading-WAB (92%)

Inferior temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Writing-WAB (89%)

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Planum temporale

Parietal operculum cortex

Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Supramarginal gyrus, posterior division

Angular gyrus

Insular cortex

Arcuate

Arcuate fasciculus posterior segment

Arcuate fasciculus long segment

Arcuate fasciculus anterior segment

BNT15 (74%)

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Middle temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Inferior temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Planum temporale

Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division

Phonemic fluency – FAS

(55%)

Uncinate

Inferior occipito frontal fasciculus

Category fluency - animals

(100%)

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

(Continued)

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Task-test name (N%) Significant regions

Word repetition-Redfern

(52%)

Supramarginal gyrus, posterior division

Supramarginal gyrus, anterior division

Motor speech

exam-dysarthria rating (58%)

Precentral gyrus

Pallidum

Complex sentence

comprehension-CYCLE

(70%)

Angular gyrus

Planum temporale

Supramarginal gyrus, posterior division

Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Middle temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Lateral occipital cortex, superior division

Heschl’s gyrus (H1 and H2)

Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division

Arcuate

Arcuate fasciculus posterior segment

Arcuate fasciculus long segment

Simple sentence

comprehension-CYCLE

(68%)

Middle temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Middle temporal gyrus, posterior division

Superior temporal gyrus, posterior division

Planum temporale

Angular gyrus

Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

Supramarginal gyrus, posterior division

Inferior temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part

Planum polare

Lateral occipital cortex, inferior division

Lateral occipital cortex, superior division

Superior temporal gyrus, anterior division

Parietal operculum cortex

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus

Arcuate

Arcuate fasciculus posterior segment

Inferior occipito frontal fasciculus

Arcuate fasciculus long segment

Optic radiations

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Task-test name (N%) Significant regions

Non-word repetition-Redfern

(51%)

ns

Sentence repetition-Redfern

(51%)

ns

Motor speech – AOS rating

(63%)

ns

N, percentage of patients on whom data were available for a particular task; ns, non-significant

LSM results. Brain regions based on theHarvard-Oxford 50%+ atlas (Desikan et al., 2006) and

Catani atlas (Catani and De Schotten, 2008).

any speech-language measure in the battery, including speech

production/fluency. This finding could not be explained by lack

of statistical power or lesion coverage in Broca’s area, as both were

very high. Also, robust associations were observed between speech-

language measures and regions adjacent to Broca’s area, such as

left insular cortex. When we looked at individual level data, it was

clear that the lack of association between Broca’s area and specific

speech-language measures was due to the fact that patients with

lesions involving Broca’s area were extremely heterogeneous with

respect to their performance across measures. This heterogeneity

was reflected in their aphasia subtypes which ranged from non-

aphasic to Broca’s aphasia to global aphasia.

Although surprising, the current findings are consistent with

a number of previous studies that have shown that lesions in

Broca’s area alone do not lead to lasting speech-language deficits

(Alexander, 2000). Rather, chronic Broca’s aphasia has been shown

to arise only from much larger left peri-Sylvian regions, as was the

case for patients in this chronic stroke cohort (Dronkers et al., 2007;

Dronkers and Baldo, 2011). Previous studies with acute/post-acute

patients, however, have reported a more critical role for Broca’s area

in earlier stages post-stroke (e.g., Davis et al., 2008). This acute vs.

chronic contrast, along with fMRI findings in healthy participants

(e.g., Papoutsi et al., 2009), leads to interesting theories about the

role that Broca’s area plays in the healthy brain. The current findings

suggest that, unlike some critical left posterior language zones that

cannot be compensated for, Broca’s area speech-language functions

can be supported by adjacent left hemisphere speech-language

regions in its absence in the chronic phase of stroke aphasia.

In the current study, we did find that left central opercular,

precentral, and insular cortices adjacent to Broca’s area were

associated with speech fluency/production, and thus these regions

may be more critical. This is consistent with findings such

as those from direct cortical surface recording that find that

Broca’s area plays a supplementary role to motor cortex and

is not directly critical for speech-language production (e.g.,

Flinker et al., 2015). We also observed an association between

speech fluency/production and the AF long segment and anterior

segment, which are closely connected with the pars opercularis

and triangularis, respectively. Interestingly, the only other measure

associated with the combination of these AF segments was another

production task, writing. The AF long segment alone was also

significantly associated with a number of language comprehension

measures in the current study.

The current results were based on univariate LSM analyses,

and given recent recommendations (e.g., Ivanova et al., 2021),

we also ran all analyses using multivariate LSM as well (see

Supplementary material). Consistent with the univariate results

presented above, we did not observe any significant associations

with Broca’s area using a partial least squares (PLS) model.

A multivariate singular value decomposition (SVD) plus Lasso

regression model also showed no relationship between Broca’s

area and speech production/fluency or motor speech, although

there was a modest association of Broca’s area with single word

comprehension and the FAS task. The observed association with

FAS is consistent with our previous findings showing a double

dissociation of letter vs. category fluency with left lateral prefrontal

cortex and left mid-posterior temporal cortex, respectively (Baldo

et al., 2006, 2010) and also consistent with other findings suggesting

a role of the left inferior frontal gyrus in selection (Thompson-

Schill et al., 1998; Novick et al., 2005; Thompson-Schill, 2005). It

is also consistent with studies suggesting a role for Broca’s area

(and surrounding regions) in processing phonological information

(Opitz et al., 2003).

Given that the current findings regarding Broca’s area were

essentially a null result, it is significant that we utilized a statistical

threshold of nu = 125 in the LSM analyses recommended

by Mirman et al. (2018), which has been shown to produce

reliable findings with a good balance of Type 1 and 2 error

in LSM simulations (Ivanova et al., 2021). Also critical when

considering a null result, statistical power was robust enough

to identify significant voxels in regions neighboring Broca’s area,

which provides further confidence in the reported null findings.

Nonetheless, caution is always warranted in interpreting null

findings. Thus, we ran an additional LSM analysis using a liberal

cluster-based analysis with a very modest fixed t threshold,

and Broca’s area still did not emerge for any of the speech-

language measures.

Although the battery of speech-language measures used

in the current study was quite comprehensive, it was by

no means exhaustive. More specific or experimental speech-

language measures may be more sensitive to Broca’s area

dysfunction. However, given the very heterogeneous speech-

language performance of patients in the current study who had

Broca’s area lesions, such a measure would likely be tapping into

something much more subtle that does not track with speech-

language presentation.

An important limitation in the current study is that speech-

language functioning was assessed in chronic stroke patients,

when neuroplastic compensatory changes have already taken place

(Hartwigsen and Saur, 2019). Thus, the current findings can

only speak to brain regions that are critical for speech-language

functions that are not amenable to compensation. That is, it is

still possible that Broca’s area is normally recruited in the healthy

brain for speech-language functions, but the current data show

that it is apparently not critical for such functions in chronic

aphasia outcome.

The spatial resolution and lesion reconstruction methods in

the current study allowed us to evaluate speech-language correlates

of pars opercularis and triangularis independently; however, some

studies have begun to identify distinct subregions within these

areas that are involved in different speech-language and cognitive
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abilities. For example, Clos et al. (2013) suggested that pars

opercularis alone has subregions associated with speech/action

production, working memory, semantics, and cognitive control.

The current findings could not test such distinctions at this fine-

grained level, as patients’ lesions in the current study almost always

involved the entire pars triangularis or opercularis.

It should also be noted that the relatively large patient sample

in the current study required decades to acquire, and thus some

of the lesion reconstructions were necessarily based on lower

resolution CT and MRI films which did not allow us to measure

and take into consideration white matter burden (see Bonkhoff

et al., 2022 for impact of white matter lesions on outcome).

We also combined lesion data from different stroke etiologies,

and etiology was not always available in the medical record.

However, regardless of original lesion data source or etiology,

lesion reconstructions were compared to the original films for

accuracy and minor manual adjustments were made if needed.

Improvements in lesion reconstruction methodology are ongoing

and will likely be conducted by fully automated algorithms in the

near future and will be based on ever-increasingly higher spatial

resolution scans that can more faithfully capture the extent and

degree of lesion burden in both gray and white matter regions

(Gryska et al., 2021).

Another limitation of the current study was that the sample

was predominantly white, male (due to a large number of US

Veteran participants), and highly educated; these factors limit

generalizability to other patient samples.

Last, the current study focused on data from speech-language

measures and thus cannot speak to the role of Broca’s area in other

cognitive processes. Some studies have suggested that Broca’s area

is not particular to speech-language functions at all, but rather

plays a critical role in aspects of cognition more generally, which

in turn can indirectly impact speech and language. Such domain-

general theories have posited that Broca’s area is critical for working

memory (e.g., Chein et al., 2002), action processing (e.g., Papitto

et al., 2020), attention/executive functioning (Novick et al., 2005),

and hierarchical processing (e.g., Zaccarella and Friederici, 2017).

Prior work from our group in this same stroke patient cohort has

used LSM to identify neural correlates of several of these cognitive

abilities, including working memory and executive functioning.

In those studies, some involvement of Broca’s area was noted for

spatial working memory (backward span; Paulraj et al., 2018) and

executive functioning (Wisconsin Card Sorting test; Baldo et al.,

2005). Taken together, such cognitive findings support a role for

Broca’s area in strategic retrieval/manipulation (see Novick et al.,

2005).

Conclusion

In this brief report, we had the opportunity to explore a

large database of speech-language and neuroimaging data in

chronic stroke patients to address the question: Which speech-

language functions are critically associated with Broca’s area?

Surprisingly, Broca’s area (pars opercularis and triangularis)

did not emerge as a neural correlate of any of the speech-

language measures in our battery, which encompassed a range

of both speech production and comprehension tasks. Continuing

work is needed to more conclusively discern the distinct role

of Broca’s area and its surrounding regions in both language

and cognition.
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